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How much do you know?

1 Complete the quiz.

2 Look at the key vocabulary box in the Students’ Book page 63. Find four
words that have not been included in this quiz and use them to write quiz
questions for your partner.

1  What is the nationality of someone from Poland?
2  Which of the following is the correct spelling of someone from Portugal?

a  Portguese
b  Portuguese
c  Portugese

3  What is the name given to the area of sand next to the sea?
4  The Pacific and Atlantic are these.
5  How do you spell the word which refers to a big area of sand where it is

always very hot and dry? Is it a …
a  dessert?
b  desert?
c  deset?

6  What is the nationality of someone from Japan?
7  Which country's capital city is Cairo?
8  A beautiful place in nature can be described as an area of _______

_________. LARUTAN YTUAEB (unscramble this anagram.)
9  What is the name of the machine which takes messages when somebody

phones and you're out?
10  You keep ice cream in this machine in the kitchen.
11  This machine makes sure that all your clothes are nice and clean.
12  We use these to make sure the carpets are clean.
13  Spain is a popular _________ ____________. TSIRUOT NOITANITESD

(unscramble this anagram.)
14  The nationality of someone from France is …

a  Franch
b  Francian
c  French

15  You can listen to this - not watch it.
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How much do you know?

TEACHER’S NOTES:

Aim: to consolidate the unit’s key vocabulary through a quiz. This
worksheet is designed to be as a warmer for unit 6.

Time: 40 minutes maximum
Materials: photocopies of the worksheet for each student.

1 This quiz is based on the key vocabulary from the Students’ Book
unit 6, page 63. Students can work in pairs or alone but shouldn’t
refer to their books. Encourage them instead to work together to
answer the questions if they are finding it difficult. Check answers
with the whole class.

Answers:  1 Polish  2 b, Portuguese  3 beach  4 oceans  5 b, desert
6 Japanese  7 Egypt  8 natural beauty  9 answerphone  10 freezer
11 washing machine  12 vacuum cleaner  13 tourist destination
14 c, French  15 radio

2 Students have a bit of fun at the end deciding on four extra
questions for their partner. Monitor and give assistance where
necessary. Get feedback from the students at the end.


